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1IIHR MONOGRAPH No. 106
LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
UNEXPLORED FLOW STUDIES 
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
I. INTRODUCTION
This study of the Codex Arundel 263 was completed almost simultaneously with the 
analysis of the Codices Forster at the Biblioteca d'Arte di Milano, Italy. While I was writing the 
first draft for the Codices Forster, I was also surveying the contents of the Codex Arundel 
applying the same methodology used for the Codices Forster. Because of this, and to make this 
introduction brief, I would like to refer the reader of this contribution to that on the Codices Forster 
[Macagno 1987d, and IIHR Monograph 103] in what regards my approach and general 
investigative criteria.
I am writing this contribution with further study in mind, and therefore, I am, in many 
instances, making notes for myself concerning what I feel should be the aim of ulterior 
investigations. This should be generally useful to other investigators if and when they become 
interested in these codices and in the question of flow in Leonardo's manuscripts. I hope that other 
researchers undertake work in this area, because the task continues to appear as formidable to me, 
several years after my first paper on Leonardian fluid mechanics in 1982. It is true that my views 
have widened, that my interest goes deeper than at the very beginning, some decades ago. I would 
be very happy to join efforts with other researchers. I hope that what I write here may induce to do 
so to some of the people interested in Leonardo's works on flow in science, technology and art.
This contribution contains sections on planned books, kinematics, statics of fluids, flow 
and transport phenomena, analogies, experiments and experimental situations. A multi-channel
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2tabulation has been prepared similar to that included in my recent publication on the Ms A in the 
Raccolta Vinciana [ Macagno 1987c]. This survey will be stored in the near future in a computer 
system to make it more useful to myself and others.
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3H, THE CQDEX ARUNDEL 263
In the twenties of this century, the Reale Commisssione Vinciana of Italy undertook the 
publication in photographic reproduction of the Codex Arundel 263 ; a diplomatic transcription was 
included facing each page of the Codex, and a critical transcription was inserted at the end of each 
volume (the pages were, for the latter transcription, numbered with an asterisk; e.g., p. 23*). The 
codex occupied three volumes, to which a fourth was added with comments, tables of 
correspondences, glossary, etc. The title was "I manoscritti e i disegni di Leonardo da Vinci 
pubblicati dalla Reale Commissione Vinciana. Il Codice Arundel 263". Basic data for the volumes 
I-III are the following:
Vol. I, 1923, folios 1-116, pp. 1-116, 1*-131*
Vol. II, 1926, folios 117-220, pp. 185-355, 132*-254*
Vol. Ill, 1928, folios 221-283, pp. 356-457, 255*-303*.
I was able to establish that, although many persons got their names printed as members of 
several committees having something to do with the publications, the men who really did the work 
were Enrico Carusi and Roberto Marcolongo. The first seems to have been the main editor, while 
the second contributed the study of the scientific material. Because of this, in the references, I will 
list this work under their names, as editors [Carusi & Marcolongo 1923-30)].
In Vol. I (pp. XV to XXIV) and in some pages of the Vol. IV, interested readers may find 
historical information on the Codex Arundel. I feel that only a few words are necessary here in this 
respect. It seems that Thomas Howard, earl of Arundel, acquired during his trips to Italy more than 
three centuries ago, many loose sheets with texts and drawings by Leonardo da Vinci. They must 
have been put together some time afterwards, surely before 1642, the year in which he left England 
forever. He is known to have died in Padova in 1647. In 1666, the codex went to the library of the 
Royal Society of London. Around 1831-32, it was transferred to the British Museum; a little later, 
J. Forshall [1834], described the manuscript as a book of observations and demonstrations chiefly
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4of mixed Mathematics. He added that it consisted of unconnected notes written at different times, 
commencing 22 March 1508. In Vol. IV of this Italian publication of the Codex Arundel, there is a 
comment in which it is stated that the codex is a conglomerate of sheets of different format and 
content ("...// codice qual ora è rappresenta un agglomerato di carte varie e per il formato e per il 
contenuto" ).
On folio 1, the date 22 March 1508 is inscribed; but it would be a mistake to take it as a 
point of reference for the rest of the codex. Dates belonging to the years 1503 and 1504 can be 
found in other folios. Some notions about fluid mechanics are surely of earlier times than the 
beginning of the sixteenth century. Once we have a synthesis of Leonardian fluid mechanics 
achieved in its totality, there will surely be a base for a revision of published chronologies of the 
folios of the notebooks.
It is important to know that the editors of the codex gave a list of writings which they 
considered due to hands of other than those of Leonardo (at rare occasions he used the right hand 
to write!). For the convenience of readers of this contribution, the numbers of the corresponding 
folios are given below:
31R, 44R, 59V, 70R, 71R, 78V, 93V, 100V to 103V, 141R, 148R-V, 149V, 
188R, 193R, 235V, 253R, 258R to 261V, 263R, 270R
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5III. PLANNED BOOKS
Leonardo left several notes in different notebooks concerning books on water that he 
wanted to write, and we have ample evidence of books that he was planning. It seems well 
established, however, that he never was able to achieve even a reasonably good first draft; thus, in 
CAR 1R, which is dated 22 March 1508, there is a note that reveals his inability to write 
methodically, with a good system, without gaps and repetitions:
ecquesto fìa  un racolto sanza ordine tratto di molte carte le quale ho equi copiato sperando 
poi di metterle per ordine alli lochi loro secondo le materie di che esse tratteranno....
He adds words of apology to an imaginary reader for repetitions that are bound to happen because 
he cannot keep track of all that he writes! One of the editors of the Codex Arundel included in his 
comments a warning about the copies Leonardo made of earlier notes, saying that "La bella copia 
non autoriza a suppore che le trattazioni in essa contenute rappresentino l'ultimo stadio del pensiero 
di Leonardo.... verso il 1508 metterà in bella copia anche passi di scritti antecedenti dove si 
contengono trattazioni errate o superate d'altri studi..." This makes chronology based only on 
when something was written down of little value; notes on scientific subjects should be ordered 
according to a plausible evolution in Leonardo's mind. This is based on a simple criterion: it seems 
very unlikely that a person, who has developed a better understanding of a phenomenon, would 
subsequently revert to the primitive less sophisticated notions. For instance, if Leonardo through 
an experiment would realize that a badly designed siphon would not work, it seems highly 
improbable that at a later time he would again believe that it can work. I grant that we must be 
careful because not all is so easy to analyze, but I am sure that we would be able to establish the 
general order in which Leonardo's thoughts about the science of flow occurred. If this is done a 
more reliable chronology should result.
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6Lists of topics to be included in planned books are found in several codices; I have referred 
to those in the Codex Hammer in another contribution. [ Macagno 1986a ]. The lists in the CAR 
are in 35R, 35V, 45R, 122R. Most of the topics in these lists are backed by some experience 
demonstrated in notes one finds dispersed somewhere else in Leonardo's writings. I believe that 
Leonardo could have written something, if not always correct, at least interesting and innovative 
about most of the topics of his lists or outlines. However, attempts to do it never went far 
enough; they are usually interrupted either right away or too soon. In the Codex Arundel he started 
Folio 25V with the title of a book about water wells, but then wrote about something actually 
unrelated to the subject. In 159V, 204V, 266R he wrote more on this subject, but of such a 
generality to seem disconnected with a book on water. Even if it is true that a knowledge of 
geometry—for instance—is essential to hydraulics, one does not write a chapter on geometry as an 
introduction to a book on hydraulics. This should be particularly true for some writer who knows 
himself enough to realize that his own writing spellings are of rather short duration! But, as I 
already said in other contributions about Leonardo, it is perhaps fortunate that he was the way he 
was and it would be a loss if he would have been like the majority.
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7IV. KINEMATICS
I did not find, in the Codex Arundel, purely geometrical notes that could be related to the 
flow of fluids, but instead there are a few descriptions of motions of different figures and bodies. 
This belongs to geometry in motion or to kinematics, depending on the degree of reference to the 
time dimension in each instance. Some of the notes are on motions of material points or particles, 
some on rigid-body motion, and some on deformation of bodies.
By definition, in kinematics we must use the notions of time and space in a way that they 
are intertwined.. Unless one has studied the history of physics, it may be difficult to realize that it 
was not easy to do some things that now seem so simple, like dividing a length by a time to obtain 
a velocity [Macagno 1971]. Or to attribute to frequency a dimension inverse of that of time, in the 
way we so routinely do it now. If one takes this into account, a brief note in CAR 190V becomes 
quite interesting, because it draws an analogy between the motion of a point along a segment of a 
line and what we call a time interval:
Lo instante non ha tenpo e'l tenpo si fa  col moto dello instante, e l’instanti son termini del
tenpo.
There is an expression (perhaps of American English): "at this point in time" which seems to 
correspond to Leonardo's notion; a given length of time would be time between two points in time, 
similarly to what he said. What may need further elucidation is that Leonardo used motion (which 
implies time) to define time.
The motion of a string of particles coming out from a container and falling freely, while the 
container is being displaced horizontally, is described in CAR 120V (Fig. 1). This superposition 
of two motions to produce a resultant motion, which may be correctly predicted, is discussed in the 
section on experiments. When a rigid body is in translatory motion, the motion of one of its 
particles is a perfect description of the motion of the other particles; because of this, we can 
consider that the discussion on CAR 171V, of the motion of the image in a "camera oscura" of an
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8object passing outside, may be equivalent to that for a single point and its image. This note as well 
as that on CAR 171V on translatory, rotatory, and roto-translatory motions do not seem to require 
other further work than that of establishing correspondences in other documents.
In CAR 22V and 239R there are brief notes involving deformation of given figures, the 
most interesting being that of the transformation, with conservation of area, of a triangle into a 
spiral band. This is one of the many places in which Leonardo has described what we would 
consider now in flow theory as the result of a shearing circular motion (Fig. 2). The interpretation 
of the spiral in Fig.2, may be difficult if one is not familiar with laminar liquid flow between 
rotating cylinders [Macagno, M. 1987]; it is difficult to imagine that Leonardo would draw such a 
figure without having performed some kind of experimentation with the deformation of a viscous 
material by circular shear. However, it may also be a result of his development of the geometry of 
deformation with conservation of volume, which I believe to have began when he was writing the 
folios on geometry in the Ms M.
I believe that kinematics of deformable bodies could not have been possibly developed by 
persons unwilling to use their hands to acquire empirically scientific knowledge. An artist would 
not look with disdain at working on a cube to transform it into a cylinder or a sphere. See, e.g., 
CAR 188R, and also a page of the Codex Atlanticus (CA 82R ) which contains several empirical 
studies of deformation. Of course, it is also necessary that the person using his hands be ready to 
use his mind in the way scientists have learned to do it (See Fig. 3). As E. Gombrich [1968] has 
remarked, science is not just looking around and observing. Leonardo did more than merely 
observing, but it is not easy to assess his achievements without either "archaizing or modernizing" 
[Zubov 1968].
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Many of the notions on statics of fluids already found in other Leonardian documents are 
also present in the Codex Arundel, and thus some work of establishing correspondences and 
differences is foreseen, more than one of some study of new material. From this point of view, 
the content in fluid statics in the Codex Atlanticus is vaster than that in the Codex Arundel; this 
seems interesting since both are collections of sheets from different periods. Some periods in the 
Codex Atlanticus are obviously lacking in the Codex Arundel; I say this only from the point of 
view of the statics of fluids, but it may apply to other topics.
The usual Leonardian considerations about weight and gravity, and about heaviness and 
lightness,which are surely not all originated in himself, are found in several folios of the Codex 
Arundel (e.g., 34V, 37V, 95R, 164V, 175R, 181R, 255V, 266R). All this material must be put 
together, before a final sorting and discussion of it is possible; however a number of comments, 
that have a high probability of remaining unchanged, are warranted. For instance, we can surely 
say that any discussion would benefit from considering that many statements of Leonardo 
concerning a portion of one element surrounded by another element fall into the category of 
statements about buoyancy and submerged weight (positive, neutral, or negative) rather than 
considering whether he is being Aristotelian or not in this respect. Thus, when Leonardo says in 
CAR 181R that
Nessun elemento pesa nella sua spera
we could interpret (I believe that correctly) that Leonardo means that any portion of water in water 
is neutrally buoyant. When considering the two interconnected scales of Fig. 4, Leonardo would 
give an explanation to the fact that a given volume of water in the air would gain in heaviness the 
same quantity gained by the same volume of air placed into the midst of water, and therefore the 
scales should be in equilibrium (CAR 37R). We explain this in terms of the differences between 
weight and buoyancy force. It is not easy to ascertain what Leonardo thought, but we can
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understand what experimental evidence he was gathering and understanding without perhaps 
finding a way of abstracting clearly a theoretical concept. To determine what is genuinely 
Leonardian in his notes is a very difficult task, and I am indebted to E. Gombrich for insight into 
the problem [Gombrich 1968]. However, I do not agree with Gombrich, and Zubov [1968], in 
their belief that the "tragedy of Leonardo" was his inadequate mastery of mathematics. Had he 
known all the mathematics available at the end of the XV Century he would not have been well 
armed, but handicapped, in his quest for understanding and for describing fluid flow. It was his 
geometry in motion that helped him, and could have helped him even more, had he abandoned his 
obsession with some aspects of Euclidean elementary geometry in favor of his new ideas. I must 
add that his problems were not so much of mathematics as of physics; a much more serious 
stumbling block in his search. We should remember that the Greeks were great in mathematics but 
they failed in developing dynamics. Let us also remember that Sumerian and Babylonian 
mathematics was not of the fascinating logico-deductive type but anyway very powerful [see 
Neugebauer 1962].
In addition to the material on the general question of lightness and heaviness of the 
elements, there are in the Codex Arundel notes on some physical properties of liquids, on the 
question—difficult for Leonardo—of weight or lack of weight of water lying on the bottom of the 
sea, of a lake, etc., behavior of floating and submerged bodies, stratification of fluids and effects 
thereupon of heat, on communicating vessels. There may be just a few things for which 
correspondence may not exist in other documents, but the opposite is bound to be much more 
frequent. As examples of the latter, I give a couple of examples: there is nothing on equilibrium of 
water drops (see CA) and nothing on force on walls of reservoirs (see CM) in the Codex Arundel.
In CAR 81R, Leonardo compared the behavior of water, which is able to push and not to 
pull, to that of a cord which is good at pulling but cannot be used to push. The ability to pull from 
something was called tenacity (tenacità) by Leonardo in some other manuscripts; of course, from 
those other documents we know that 'tenacità' could be exhibited in the case of small drops. Other 
fluid properties mentioned in this codex are of optical nature; in CAR 196R, Leonardo shows a
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knowledge of the reflective properties of both sides of the air-water interface (Fig. 5). It is the 
reflection of light by the lower side that, I believe, is not registered in other documents of 
Leonardo. A reference to refraction of light beams, as they cross the air-water interface, is in CAR 
221V where refraction of light rays in the eye is also considered. I have included these optical 
properties in this section because they may be useful in observations of water, either at rest or in 
motion, but they are otherwise of little importance in the science of flow. Maybe, we may find that 
quite another value should be given to the interplay of flow of fluids and light from an artistic point 
of view.
I have referred in some of my papers to the strange statements of Leonardo about water not 
applying its weight to the bottom of a sea or a lake [Macagno 1987a,b]; we find statements of that 
kind also in the Codex Arundel (95R, 192V, 266V). In the lengthy argument of 266V, Leonardo 
considers several aspects of the question, including why is that one can show that water does not 
exert force on the bottom:
E questo c'insegna le foglie dell'eròe nate nel fondo dell'acqua che si posa sopra le prati...
le quali non si piegano in basso; egli e manifesto che l'aria ne l'acqua non dan di lor peso
alla terra.
In this folio there are some considerations of difficult interpretation about the weight of a vessel in 
air ,which is first full of air and then full of water. Once all the texts on this question have been 
gathered, there may be a possibility of establishing when Leonardo started to have doubts about 
this notion of the lack of weight of water on a layer resting upon earth. It must have happened at a 
certain point because in the Codices Madrid there are experiments designed to measure the force on 
the bottom of a reservoir [Macagno 1982]. Another passage, which I see related to 266V is in CAR 
160V, on the force exerted on two air pockets of different dimensions which are located (we do not 
know how!) on the bottom of a tank (Fig. 6). That water should weigh on the air, because we have 
one element above a lighter one! In cases like this, the question to be investigated would be
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whether Leonardo was working with situations leading necessarily to contradictions as a part of his 
methodology, or just because he was probing into something completely obscure to him.
An experiment that is very easy to repeat is that of a tank floating deeply immersed in a 
water reservoir (like a loaded ship in the sea); if we make a hole in the side of the tank, or the ship, 
surrounding water will enter the space available falling lower than the sphere of the water. All this 
may seem trivial, but it is mentioned by Leonardo in connection with the principle that water away 
from the water sphere will always go down to its sea level, while air away from its sphere should 
necessarily go back to it ; however the above experiment would look as an exception, or a paradox. 
Another phenomenon considered by Leonardo as an exception is that of water vapor going up in 
the air. He does not seem to see the mechanism of such a phenomenon, but this is the trivial side 
of the situation. The meaningful side, I believe, is that he thinks such rising of water in air to be an 
exception, perhaps a contradiction, to the natural law of the physics to which he is still adhering. 
Situations which may have appeared as paradoxical to Leonardo, should be the subject of further 
systematic analysis after they have all been detected and collected.
The notion that the final state of equilibrium of the elements would result in them arranged 
in concentric spherical layers, was adopted by Leonardo (in CAR, see 175R). This helped him in 
reinforcing the idea that communicating vessels in the form of U-tubes with legs of different 
diameter should show the same water level on both sides (Fig. 7). I should remind the reader that 
if one of the tubes is a capillary tube the levels can be quite different. Leonardo also knew that heat 
(and cold, in his view of thermal physics) could disturb the stratification of fluids:
Il caldo e il freddo genera il moto nelli elementi.
In CAR 160V, he gave a description of the flow that is generated when water is heated to 
the point of boiling. The reasoning could be like this: when heat is added to water, it is like mixing 
two substances, fire and water, the mixture is a fluid lighter than the surrounding water, hence it
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must go up. It is not so clear how the reasoning could have been for adding cold, unless one thinks 
that cold takes away heat from the water.
In the category of floating bodies, the most interesting case in this codex is the double box, 
with air in one compartment and water in the other, floating with the heavier part atop (Fig. 8). In 
this codex, Leonardo seems to be at an intermediate time in the evolution of his ideas about this 
experiment, which I have discussed already in some of my papers [Macagno 1982, 1985b, 1987a ] 
without finding yet a final opinion. I believe now that this experiment has really little to do with 
stability (or with Leonardo studying stability of floating bodies): I believe that this was a crucial 
experiment regarding tenets of Aristotelian physics, or medieval physics.
I have advanced somewhere else [1987a] the opinion that Leonardo approached 
hydrostatics in a modern way, in the sense that often he considered the state of equilibrium as a 
particular problem of dynamics, or as a limiting phenomena for a given flow., i.e. a flow which 
ends in a situation of zero velocity for the entire portion of fluid under study. Of course, to the 
fluid-mechanicist of our days, my statement makes sense in terms of the second law of Newton, of 
which Leonardo had no apparent hint; therefore, it is only in a rather primitive way that Leonardo 
can be said to have had a dynamic approach to hydrostatics. In the Codex Arundel, he did that in 
264R, where he considered a U-tube with legs of different diameter (Fig. 9). He called the U-tube 
a "cicognola rivers eia” ,and he reasoned that a difference in level would induce flow in such a tube, 
a flow that he described in terms of his principle of conservation of volume (what we call equation 
of continuity). I feel that quotation in full is warranted in this case:
Del acqua che disciende per cicognola riverscia composta di canne di varie larghezze, se 
l'acqua della magiore canna fìa  di più alta superfitie che l'acqua della canna minore, sol 
quell'acqua della magior canna ara in se gravita, che fìa  in ella sua parte inferiore congiunta 
coll'acqua della canna minore p a l'acque congiunte non si fermano se la lor superfitie non e 
con ogni parte equalmente distante al dentro del mondo. Addunque la cicognola riverscia a 
cp  d t  esendo piena d'acqua i n a c  e piena d’aria in t d, se le canne fien di tripla proportione
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di capacita l'una all'altra, l'acqua che saglie per la canna d t sara da triplo moto al moto 
dell'acqua che disciende per la canna a b, e per la prima di questo le due superfitie 
dell'acqua resteran d'equale altezze.
We should note that the drawing in CAR 264R should be interpreted as two-dimensional to justify 
the assertion that one tube has three times the cross-section of the other, and therefore during the 
motion (the oscillations?) the velocity in one side (d t) is the triple of the velocity in the other side (a
b).
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VI. FLUIDS AND FLOW PHENOMENA
The folios containing material on behavior of fluids and on certain flow and transport 
phenomena are numerous in the Codex Arundel, as one can easily verify by going through the 
multichannel survey of this codex. There are some areas in which little or nothing was found, 
because this collection contains many more notes and drawings on water than on air or fire. For 
instance, in this codex there is practically nothing on flames or acoustics. The absence of certain 
topics must surely be indicative of the periods of time of Leonardo's activity that are not 
represented in the Codex Arundel. When the total body of knowledge on flow phenomena is 
finally gathered and organized in a synthesis with a logical order, we will be able to undertake a 
very interesting study, to supplement those already done, to establish a chronological sequence for 
each page or part of a page of Leonardo's notebooks. Of course, such a work will require a close 
cooperation of several persons interacting in very friendly terms for an appreciable amount of time. 
One must realize that I am proposing a revision of work already done in establishing a chronology 
of Leonardian notes and drawings. It seems, however, warranted to do this, because, it appears 
that a chronology, for documents with so much fluid mechanical content,, which was established 
by scholars who did not know fluid mechanics and other sciences, cannot be trusted without a 
thorough revision..
Fluid Properties - In a rather theoretical study of fluids as a continuum, one must attribute to the 
continuum a minimum of physical properties which we know now are statistical averages of one 
kind or another. But one can also choose the simpler approach of introducing empirically the 
properties needed for a continuum to represent fairly well the behavior of water, air or fire. When 
one reads Leonardo's notes, his notions of physical properties, which are important in the study of 
flow and transport phenomena, may easily be missed. This is certainly true for those properties 
which can affect configurations of equilibrium and flow patterns. There is no doubt that 
Leonardo's perceptions of physical properties, which play an essential role in fluid mechanics, was 
very primitive, compared with ours, but he had some notions good enough to be a precursor of
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that science. Such notions are found in many places in the Codex Arundel, and show a whole 
gamut of levels of understanding; in general, one can say that Leonardo had a much better grasp of 
mass density and specific weight than he had of viscosity and surface tension. My computer-stored 
survey has a column for fluid properties; it includes direct as well as indirect references. It is 
mainly by implication that one can assess the notions that Leonardo was able to develop about the 
influence of different physical properties in fluid flow. Because of this my entries referring to 
density, viscosity, surface tension, refraction or reflection, etc., are not based in any given specific 
work found in Leonardo's notes. The most complete survey of words used by Leonardo would be 
absolutely useless to identify the places where he showed his perception of one or another physical 
property. I say this to warn about relying to much on word analysis instead of looking for 
concepts, notions, and ideas.
To illustrate my point, I will give some examples; thus, when Leonardo describes a 
situation in which he says that the air becomes lighter when heated or heavier when compressed, 
he does it because of an awareness of the ability of such a fluid to dilate or to contract its volume. 
Today we know how to define accurately the dilation coefficients and the elasticity of air and other 
gases, and how to quantify the notion by means of precise measurements, data acquisition and 
analysis, but Leonardo did not go any further than sensing such a property, and then trying to 
derive qualitatively physical consequences of its existence for the many questions of his interest. At 
most he went into some rough estimates [Macagno 1982]. It is really amazing how much can be 
deduced from what seems to us now as a very weak platform for launching oneself into 
investigations of the physical world. As a second example, we can consider the reflective and 
refractive properties of light beams on and through the specular surface of water at rest. Leonardo 
had only a very sketchy knowledge of such properties, but he used the equality of angles of 
incidence and reflection for an interesting observation about how the artist, and also the scientist, 
see an object and its reflection when it is close to the shore of a reflective pool of water. A drawing 
in CAR 93V is reproduced in Fig. 10 to show how Leonardo noted that an eye somewhat above 
the water and looking at a C-shaped object at the edge of the water, would see directly the side AB,
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while what is seen looking through the reflected light is CD. As a third, and final, example, I will 
quote from CAR 164R an explanation - which I consider really wonderful - of how a water jet may 
break into drops when the inertial forces are strong enough to overcome the stabilizing effect of 
surface tension ( called 'tenacità' by Leonardo ) :
Il ronpimento che fa  di se Vacqua che discende infra l'aria nasce dalla inequalita del moto 
del suo tutto del quale la naturai tenacità dell'acqua e superata dell'acquisto peso.
Basic Properties of Flow - It is important to distinguish between properties of the fluid and 
properties of the flow of the same fluid. Overlooking this may easily lead to mistakes in judging 
what Leonardo knew about fluid mechanics. How can one judge about Leonardo’s knowledge 
concerning viscosity if one does not see the role of constitutive and flow properties in studying 
viscosity? Leonardo was well aware of a property of water-flow patterns which is typical of 
relatively low-velocity currents, in which one does not observe sudden changes in direction in the 
fluid. Thus he wrote in several places, and especifically in CAR 47 V:
Nessun flessibile o lliqujdo po fare moto angulare.
Had he observed , before that time, high-velocity flows (what we call now flows with high Froude 
or Mach numbers) he would have found that the property appears as violated. He finally 
discovered, by observing water flow going through diagonal waves, that an angle in the pathline 
was certainly possible. This is a fundamental question in which measurement plays little or no role; 
observation is crucial.
In going through the above analysis, one must be careful that an apparent sudden change in 
direction is possible if the particle velocity comes down to zero at a certain point, and then it starts 
moving in some other direction. This happens at what we call stagnation points and lines. Precisely 
(and most probably just by chance) in CAR 47 V there is a sketch of a flow by Leonardo ( Fig. 11)
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which in spite of being rather poor, it is obviously an attempt at drawing the flow pattern in the 
neighborhood of such a point of zero velocity (Fig. 12). In studying Leonardo’s flow patterns, it is 
therefore important to watch for that detail which would reveal a good perception of what happens 
at a stagnation point. Leonardo was not at all unaware of discontinuities in mechanics and in 
optics, as shown by a number of drawings in which he showed reflection of a ball after impacting 
a floor or a wall and reflection and refraction of light beams. His concept of discontinuity is 
revealed in his not infrequent statement that impact takes zero time. Leonardo's comment of lack of 
angularity in fluid pathlines may have been prompted by his observations of water jets hitting a 
floor and not bouncing like a ball, or by observing separation from blunt bodies of fluids coming 
around them. This is an interesting line of investigation in Leonardo's science of flow, and it can 
only be done by those well acquainted with singularities and discontinuities in modem fluid 
mechanics. We cannot say that Leonardo was fascinated by the lack of angularity in fluid flow, by 
always gentle trajectories,or by gracious paths, because there is ample evidence that he grasped 
some of the discontinuities. He was too familiar with impact phenomena to believe that nature does 
not perform jumps. In the Codex Arundel there are several drawings and notes (126V, 135V, 
136R, 137V, 147R, 164V, 276V) about flow phenomena involving impact and waves. They are 
not, however, of easy interpretation, and it may be difficult to reach the point of understanding to 
what extent they contain clear perceptions of discontinuities by Leonardo. Here lies, therefore, an 
interesting work to be done.
Concerning Leonardo's knowledge of basic principles of fluid mechanics, it seems that we 
have finally clarified the question of flows with conservation of volume and flows with 
conservation of mass as essentially different possibilities [Macagno 1973]. (See also Appendix I). 
This was a question in which Leonardo seems to have been a precursor. To Leonardo, 
conservation of volume was certainly clear both in the Lagrangian and the Eulerian views of such 
assigned flow property. In the Codex Arundel there is at least one place in which Leonardo states 
clearly conservation of volume for a flow:
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L'acqua che cade non si assottiglia ne diminuisce la sua quantità i'nessuna parte della 
lungheza del suo discenso. Adunque si po dire che in ogni parte della lungheza del moto 
dell'acqua per se'mossa con equal tenpo passi equal peso d'acqua.
We must remember, in analyzing this passage from CAR 216R, that Leonardo considered water as 
an incompressible fluid; this makes a statement about water weight equivalent to one about water 
volume. As for the water falling down not becoming thinner it is probably because it was assumed 
to descend through a conduit or uniformly in an open channel. I have quoted only part of the 
discussion which is carried on by Leonardo with his famous "adversary".
Flow, which is considered as part of a discussion of fluid statics, is found in CAR 264V, 
where communicating vessels in the form or U-tubes with legs of different cross-sectional area are 
discussed. This is a question which offered serious difficulties to Leonardo, and I have considered 
the question in a previous publication [Macagno 1982]; here it is only necessary to say that there 
seem to be no new elements in this folio, which is probably an early note on the subject. From a 
general point of view, however, it is important to confront Archimedean hydrostatics and 
Leonardian hydrostatics. Archimedes is much admired because he used logico-deductive methods 
and rigorous reasoning, while Leonardo was really clumsy and imprecise. Bur Archimedes built a 
system impossible of extending to dynamics, while Leonardo saw hydrostatics as a part of 
dynamics. The paradox is that he knew little dynamics really. He must have sensed it in a way that 
is very difficult for us to determine.
External Flow and Resistance - Flow around a body moving through a stagnant fluid, and 
the equivalent phenomenon of a body held stationary in the middle of a stream, are external flows. 
In both cases,a force in the direction of the flow is exerted on the body; that force was called 
resistance by Leonardo, and we usually call it drag. But in some cases what Leonardo called 
resistance is the force that a body may be able to apply to another body placed on top of it. To 
illustrate this notion, one may think of a piece of wood we find on the beach, which we pick up
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and throw into the water; it was first supported by the sand and then by the water. But a stone 
behaves differently; why? Leonardo would say that the water cannot offer enough "resistentia" to 
support the stone and keep it afloat. This must be taken into account when we examine Leonardo's 
notes on fluid mechanics; thus we will be able to understand the meaning of statements like the 
following one from CAR 13R:
Il corpo fressibile non resiste a corpo più grave di lui. Il grave senza resistentia ricerca 
l'ultima basseza.
Here 'fressibile' means liquid, and resistance is the ability to prevent a body from sinking; we 
know, and we can surmise Leonardo knew, that such ability is limited to the buoyancy force. It is 
not that the liquid cannot exert some force, but that such force is not enough in the case of the stone 
while it is more than sufficient in the case of the piece of wood.
I have begun this sub-section with a statement about relative external flow around a body; 
this notion was familiar to Leonardo ( although we do not know if it was acquired or originated 
independently). This is shown by two statements in CAR 163R and 135R.
Perche tanto e a movere l'aria contro all' uciello per se inmobile quanto movere l'ucciello 
contro all'aria quieta.
Tale sia la operation dell moto dell'acqua contro all'aria sanza moto qual sia quella dell'aria 
contro all'acqua senza moto.
While in the first statement one body is a solid and the other a fluid, in the second, both bodies are 
in fluid state. The second case deserves further study aimed at determining the breadth and depth of 
the knowledge of relative motion of two fluid bodies possessed by Leonardo. This is perhaps a 
very original notion.
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In CAR 96V there is a discussion related to the above quotation from CAR 13R: an 
estimation of the buoyancy force is made for a body in terms of its diameter, and then an effort is 
made to ascertain the fall velocities of two bodies of different diameters. This is a very interesting 
passage because Leonardo takes into account the forces involved, including resistance to motion. 
He makes mistakes, and uses the wrong physics (we know that only by the use of Newton's 
second law one could solve this problem), but given those mistakes and the lack of knowledge, 
there is a question to be solved which is that of reasoning correctly or not within the given frame. 
The most difficult part of this particular investigation will surely be that of determining precisely 
the "wrong physics" used in this analysis in which Leonardo concluded that the two bodies will 
fall with equal final velocity. We should realize that impeccable reasoning using wrong theories is 
much more common than we make like to believe.
In CAR 192V Leonardo made the following statement:
Quella cosa disciendera con più tardo moto la quale avra magiore resistenza.
which is clearly correct. That he understood some of the mechanisms of resistance to motion is 
shown by some statements like this one from CAR 257R:
Molto più fuggie l'aria sopra la superfizie solide dell'alie che sopra le pilose e piumose, 
onde manco resiste.
or by his discussion of the effect of using an excessive driving force to move a rather light body 
through the air in CAR 54R, which seems to reveal some hunch about added mass effects. Some 
experiments to clarify this last case seem in order.
Notions about streamlining and stabilizing projectiles are suggested by some drawings in 
CAR 54R for which there seems to be no associated text in the Codex Arundel or in other
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notebooks (see Fig. 13). There should be as much excitement about these drawings anticipating 
future things as there was about the finding of the drawing that appears to anticipate the bicycle in 
the Codex Atlanticus during its last revision.
In CAR 6R and 164R there are statements about the way in which a body moves through a 
fluid, which are found also in other documents. The two statements are
La parte piu grave de corpi si fa  guida del loro moto.
La parte piu grave d'un medesimo corpo che discende senpre sta sotto alla piu lieve.
I have done some experiments at Karlsruhe [Macagno 1975] and repeated them in Milano recently, 
showing that there may be cases in which such a rule ( surely older than Leonardo) is not true. Not 
always the heavier part of a body becomes the guide of its motion or occupies the lower position in 
its fall through air. Leonardo could have done such experiments very easily; nothing sophisticated 
is involved. Perhaps he was stating the beliefs of others, not his own.
In CAR 11V, Leonardo extended the concept of stable orientation of a body moving 
through a fluid to the case in which its motion includes first an impact on a wall and then a 
bouncing, after which it starts a reflected part of its path. He believed that the body would 
approach the wall with its heavier part guiding the motion, and that the same should happen after 
impact. After doing some trials on this phenomenon, I believe that it would be easy to show 
experimentally that he was wrong in stating this as a general rule. Perhaps the interesting 
experiment will be to show him right in some very special conditions! The question is complicated 
by the instabilities affecting the motion of many bodies through a fluid ; even spheres can 
experience disturbances. Leonardo was not unaware of motions with far-from-simple paths; he 
sketched in the Codex Atlanticus the zig-zagging fall of a card, and could not fail to see that a small 
elongated piece of paper may fall while rotating rather rapidly. In the same codex, he also 
commented on the curvilinear fall of unsymmetrical blocks of different shapes. In CAR 189R-V, 
he stated that a portion of water falling through air, or one of air raising through water, may have
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complex pathlines. Another case of behavior of a deformable body in a fluid flow can be found in 
CAR 172V, where Leonardo described what happens to tree leaves when the wind blows; this is a 
phenomenon of interest both to the botanist and the artist. Most probably, Leonardo was acting as 
an artist when observing this phenomenon; however, because he showed interest in some botanical 
questions, I would not discard the relation with plants physiology.
Another place in which one finds a discussion of flow is CAR 230V. This page offers 
some difficulties because the sketches are poor and the text is obscure. Further study is surely 
required also in this instance. More flows around objects are mentioned in other sections of this 
contribution. (See Chapter VIII, and Appendix II).
Waves - The notes on waves in the Codex Arundel do not seem to add much new to those in the 
other codices; however there are some drawings which, after careful study and correlation with 
texts and drawings in other manuscripts, may yield interesting revealing results. Among the most 
appealing of such drawings are those in CAR 25R, 126V, 135R, 135V, 175V, 225R, 276V, 
278V. Most of these drawings appear to represent complex flow situations and it will take special 
skills to interpret them properly. I am really amazed at some interpretations of Leonardo's 
drawings of fow one finds in the literature which are surely made in a hurry without considering 
that it may be very difficult to determine the flow patterns sometimes depicted by Leonardo.The 
laboratory methodology (Macagno 1982) should be very helpful, after careful examination of the 
drawings, to find out the kind of flow patterns Leonardo was trying to describe.
There are some drawings of waves in the Codex Arundel which are relatively simple (Fig. 
14), but not without questions to investigate, because Leonardo was interested in aspects that our 
modern science, more utilitarian than his, tends to neglect. For instance, in CAR 278 there is a 
description of a two-dimensional breaking wave which shows Leonardo's preoccupation for how 
the plunging water penetrates the rest of the water mass:
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Cade l'acqua infra l’acqua del colmo delle sua onde e quella che disccende di magior alteza 
più si profonda....
In a few pages one finds statements about the effects of the bottom profile on the shape of 
the water waves above it; see, e.g. CAR 175V, where Leonardo wrote:
Il colmo dell'onda dell'acqua non sara sopra el mezo della sua basa ma sara tanto presso 
all'un de sua esstremi quanto l'onda della sua lita a Ilei sottoposta ara il colmo della sua 
onda vicino all oposito della sua bassa.
This is a reference to the wave at the interface water-sand and its influence on the wave at the 
interface air-water; I would assume that during the passage of a few water waves the sand wave 
does not change in form, thus making negligible the effect of the transport phenomena in this
discussion.
Vortices - From my multi-channel tabulation of the Codex Arundel, I list the following entries for 
vortices: 25R, 29V, 30V, 44R, 57V, 145V, 162R, 167V, 175V, 192V, 225R, 271V, 278R. In 
CAR 175V, there is a schematic representation of the chaotic system of waves and vortices 
downstream from obstacles in a free-surface water flow (Fig. 15). In Fig. 15 we can also see a 
necklace vortex around one of the obstacles. This kind of vortex, as well as the companion horse­
shoe vortex, are described by Leonardo in great detail in the Codex Hammer [Macagno 1986a ]. 
The drawings of vortices in 29V, 167V, and 192V are reproduced in Figs. 16, 17, 18, with 
comments for each figure. Of these drawings, I find extremely interesting that of Fig. 16 because it 
illustrates a system of interacting vortices. For the flow situation shown in 162R ( Fig. 17) I have 
done at Karlsruhe some revealing experiments [Macagno 1975 ]; regarding this, my paper on 
captive eddies in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics [Macagno 1967]should also be of some use. For 
the situation in Fig. 18, I want to do further study using the laboratory methodology., because
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Leonardo's treatment of this case appears to me to be obscure in a way that only experiments may 
help to clarify.
Water Currents - Among the notes on flow of water, air and granular materials in CAR 136R - 
137V, there is a very important one in which Leonardo refers to the velocity distribution across the 
flow near an interface. It reveals an understanding of the retarding effect of a fixed solid boundary 
on the adjacent liquid current:
Quella parte del liquido sara più veloce nel suo moto la quale e piu remota alla confregatione 
piu denso di lui.
There is, in addition, the counterpart of the above statement which seems less easy to interpret, if it 
is not erroneous. Elucidation needs time, and it must be left for study at some later time.
Some texts and drawings about water streams and currents are of difficult interpretation, at 
least in a first examination; I consider that further study is needed to clarify notes and drawings on 
flow in CAR 136R - 137V, 147R, 164R, 242V, 255V; the same applies to discussions of 
interacting winds in CAR 276R-V.
There is a beautiful drawing of water currents in a river in CAR 269R (See Fig. 19). The 
river is the Loire, in France, at the place where the city of Amboise is located. There is a big island 
in the river, and other conditions - not all clear - that must have generated the flow pattern recorded 
by Leonardo. This is an interesting case for a study comprising observations at Amboise by 
hydraulicians capable of determining present conditions and also ready to wait for flow parameters 
similar to those that may have prevailed when Leonardo did the drawing. I have observed years 
ago, during a short visit, the Loire at Amboise, and could not see a flow similar to that registered 
by Leonardo.
Geophysical Flows - Flow phenomena at the scale of our planet or other planets are described 
and discussed in the Codex Arundel in about a score of places and in relation with a handful of
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diverse questions. Leonardo had wide interests in geophysical flows, and meteorological 
phenomena which may be catastrophic, surely excited his artistic vein. Leonardo was also fond of 
anecdotical and poetical references to air and water; about the latter he wrote in CAR 57V:
Cosi quando turbulenta e ruinosa va furiando, quando lucida e tranquilla con suave corso
fralle fresche erbette va scherzando.
To make of this much more than what it simply says may tempt somebody, but I believe that there 
is not the shade of a base for a relation with a precursory knowledge of the two regimes of flow: 
laminar and turbulent. Not in the sense of modern fluid mechanics! It is quite likely that 
"turbulenta" is best translated as "muddy" or "silt laden" and not as "turbulent" in the sense we use 
the word nowadays. That water could flow in a placid, tranquil, almost frozen way, or in an 
agitated, chaotic, almost explosive way must have been known to man for thousands of years 
without a hint of the mechanical significance we have come to associate with laminar and turbulent 
flows. It is in other notes that we should investigate better traces of Leonardo's familiarity with 
what we call now laminar and turbulent flows. Rather, I believe that the above quotation from 
CAR 57V, and similar ones, should be investigated as manifestations of an interest in water other 
than scientific or technical by a man who - at the level of his time - had a genuine interest in science 
and engineering. It is in this way, I propose, that one must study the material in 57R and 57V (and 
similar writings) where Leonardo wrote, for instance, that water could be "sanguinia, malinconica, 
frematica, collerica ”, following surely old notions about anthropomorphic characteristics. He also 
noted that water could be "rossa, gialla, nera, azurra, untuosa, grassa, magra". Having developed 
some years ago a course on Geophysical Ecological Fluid Mechanics in which a dense chapter was 
included to attempt to study the variegated behavior of water in nature and not just the purely fluid- 
mechanical properties, I think that I can understand the spirit of a number of passages in 
Leonardo's notebooks which are manifestations of a human interest in water without
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transcendental or mystical implications. In Leonardo's vision of water, this element could be and 
could do many things, and it was not only the 'sor aqua' of Francis of Assisi.
Leonardo certainly had a great interest in water but he observed it as either an artist, a 
scientist or an engineer, but neither as a mystic nor as a philosopher. Water and air, at the 
meteorological and geophysical scale, as observed by Leonardo, were surely full of powerful 
phenomena that had to have a great impact in his artistic imagination, but I believe that we must be 
careful not to be anachronistic and try to see in him what we are accustomed to see in our own 
cultural period. Scenes of the Windsor drawings of cataclysms are surely artistic visions but why 
should they be considered to be just like those of artists of our times? Leonardo's imaginative 
drawings, full of vortices and currents, are probably as far from van Gogh's in his starry skies, as 
those of heaven and hell in Hyeronimus Bosch are from some paintings of our times. Let us not 
forget what Bosch believed and what people of our times believe, or do not believe.
The interest in flows at a planetary scale is manifest in Leonardo's notes about the Moon 
(CAR 19R, 94R-V). If one assumes, or believes, that there is water and air in the Moon, a study 
of reflected light from quiescent and wavy water surfaces acquires great relevance. In CAR 94R-V 
Leonardo tries to see how the sea can give an extended bright reflection of the Sun instead of 
showing just a bright disk, and he writes about the
continuato e larghissimo splendore sopra la superfitie del mare.
In CAR 19R, the dark areas on the surface of the Moon are assumed to be due to the shadows of 
clouds, while in 28R they are supposed to be land.
Leonardo recorded in CAR 57R and 138R the notion that water, by eroding and 
transporting solid materials, changes the face of the Earth and also its balance or equilibrium. Thus 
in 19R he notes that a bird, by changing the place in which it lands, can produce a displacement of 
the entire body of the Earth. Also in 19R he includes a statement (found also in other notebooks) 
about the effect of a drop of water added to the ocean:
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La superfitie della spera dell'acqua e mossa da una pichola goccola d'acqua (ch)e in quella 
discienda.
This may be an old notion; it really does not matter much. The above statement, be it original or 
inherited, shows Leonardo's sensitivity to small causes that can produce important effects. I think 
that one should study, from such a point of view, Leonardo's understanding of frictional effects on 
motion A small body falling on the quiescent surface of water seems to produce waves out of 
proportion relative to the cause. [See section on geophysical hydrostatics in Macagno 1982].
The analogy between the circulation of water in a planetary scale, through the body of the 
Earth, and that occurring in the bodies of animals and plants (see CAR 233R to 236R) is discussed 
in the section about analogies. This analogy has been considered by several authors, and it seems 
that all reach the conclusion that it was finally rejected by Leonardo; however, the notion that the 
Earth behaves as an organism has not been totally abandoned.
Transport Phenomena - There is still much to be investigated about Leonardo’s studies of 
transport effected by flowing fluids. There is a good amount of material on this subject in Codex 
Arundel 263. The erosive action of water is considered in CAR 25V, 29R, 57R-V, 135V. From a 
technical point of view, in CAR 29V there is the following note:
Tutti li muri minati dalle acque cagian in verso l'avenimento desse acque.
See illustration in Entry 5 of the appendix on experiments and experimental situations. The 
mechanism by which this can happen is clearly described in the Codex Hammer [Macagno 1986a].
In CAR 42V we find a statement that relates erosion and deposition as they affect the 
course of a river:
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Il torrente porto tanto di terra eppietre nel suo letto che fu  po chostretto a mutar sito.
This is among several ministories or parabolas, but this one is not different from a statement about 
fluvial hydraulics. Also related to the effects of the power to erode and the ability to deposit is the 
comment, in CAR 58R, about what spurs implanted along a meandering river can do, depending 
on their location along each meander.
In CAR 60R one finds a whole page that was cancelled by Leonardo. This does not 
necessarily mean rejection; it may be due to transfer of the notes to some other page, probably with 
some improvements. The last paragraph in 60R is a good summary of the entire page, although it 
may contain some inaccuracies and not be generally valid:
Le serpegiamenti che fa  li fiumi per le lor vali, risaltando da uno monte al'altro, fa  l'argine 
fressuose. La qual fressuosita si move insieme col fiume e con lughezza di tenpo ricerca 
tutta la valle, quella aumentando in lunghezza e profondità e la diminuisce in larghezza.
In CAR 129V there is a discussion of transport of sand by air, in which Leonardo states 
that the waves generated by the wind will have a profile in which similarity will prevail as we go 
from one wave to another. (See Entry 13 in Appendix on experiments).
Many of the notes in the Codex Arundel are about fluvial morphology and hydraulics; e.g., 
29R, 30V, 42V, 135V, 161R, 168V, 269R, 271R-V, 272R to 275V. In addition, and with a 
hydraulic engineering touch, we have also 58R, 272R to 275V, 278R. As a sample of all this 
material, I mention that in 161R Leonardo describes how a river in a large valley forms a wave 
(series of meanders) from side to side; such a wave does not remain fixed but propagates. This is 
also clearly expressed in CAR 168V (Fig. 20) with almost the same words as in 60R. Remember 
what I said about cancelling a text at one place and transferring it to another place. There is much 
repetition in Leonardo's notebooks, so much that makes me believe that, were we to find the lost 
notebooks, we could be faced with the frustration that part of the material would not be really new. 
I believe we had already such an experience with the Codices Madrid.
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In CAR 216V one finds a note on the formation of meanders together with a sketch of a 
meandering channel, but they seem to be unrelated. The note tries to explain the formation of 
meanders in a way that is obviously wrong, because it relates them to a difference in flow along the 
river, but it is known that meanders develop even if the flow rate is constant. It is then the drawing 
that seems interesting, either as a memo of something observed, or as an experiment. Perhaps, a 
third interpretation is closer to the truth: the sketch is a pictographic note about a relation between 
shape of meanders and slope of the terrain on which they develop (Fig. 21).
Thermal Flows - There is little on thermal flows in the Codex Arundel. In the subsection on 
flow properties, the flow of fire in a device to heat liquids efficiently (CAR 47V) has been 
discussed already. In CAR 24R, there is a discussion of flow of air in an oven , which is rather 
technical. We find brief comments about flames in 139V and in 160V; they do not add anything 
new to the notes in the Codex Atlanticus, which are accompanied by excellent drawings. In 160V 
there is a discussion about the boiling of water; this is the most interesting of the entries for this 
subsection. Leonardo considers that heating is like adding fire to water, as if one were, in some 
way, mixing the two elements which have a considerable difference in density. Fire introduced at 
the bottom of a container with water will try to escape quickly upwards, in search of its home high 
above: the sphere of fire. (See also CAR 204R and 205R).
Biological Flows - In CAR 24R there is an interesting note on how frequent respiration rhythm 
with small intake of air can produce suffocation of an animal, because without long and deep 
inhalation and exhalation afterwards, heat develops in the lungs. Other references to flows in living 
systems have been mentioned already; they are also commented in the section on analogies. All in 
all, very little on biological flows can be found in the Codex Arundel.
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Technical Flows - There are a few notes in which flow is implied, rather than a topic of 
discussion. Material of this kind is in CAR 24V, 63V, 81R, 145V, 149R, 165R, 230R, 257V, 
268V, 269V, 270V, 282R. Perhaps the only one worthy of being studied in connection with the 
reconstruction of Leonardian fluid mechanics is in CAR 149R, where Leonardo explains briefly 
how to dig a large canal by beginning with a small one and then input enough water to erode more 
and more the land and form the desired canal. I am not aware that such a method has really been 
used. How could one keep the canal straight?
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VII. ANALOGIES
The significance of analogical thinking in science in general, and in Leonardo's science of
) j
flow in particular, has been considered in previous publications [Macagno 1982, 1986c ]. A 
relatively large number of analogies, one of which terms at least is fluid-mechanical, has been 
detected already in the Codex Hammer [Macagno 1986a] and in the Codex Atlanticus [Macagno 
1986b]. Percentagewise, there are less analogies in the Codex Arundel; generally speaking, they 
are also less developed than in the other two codices. It seems interesting, and useful also, to study 
how far did Leonardo actually explore each of the many analogies that he recorded in his 
notebooks. This implies, of course, the investigation in the Keynesian sense of establishing not 
only the positive but also the negative analogy; there is still much work to be done, because in 
many cases Leonardo did not explore the negative analogy and, in order to recognize that clearly, 
we must do it ourselves to be able to assess properly what he did or did not do.. In what follows, 
analogies found in the Codex Arundel will be briefly described, beginning with those of purely 
fluid-mechanical type and ending with those of a mixed kind.
When examining analogies involving air flow and water flow, we must take into account 
that Leonardo - as many do even in our days - considered water as absolutely incompressible and 
air as more compressible than what it really is. As a teacher of fluid mechanics, I have investigated 
for many years what was the preconception of beginners about the compressibility of water, and 
found that many students believed the water to be absolutely incompressible. Many of them did not 
know why, others said that they learned that in their elementary physics course. On the other hand, 
I found that the overestimation of the effects of air compressibility was not only Leonardo's but 
common to many people. The mistake is not easy to correct, because seemingly the pendulum 
swings easily the other way: some people, after learning fluid mechanics, tend to underestimate the 
effect of air compressibility. Moreover, many people trained in fluid mechanics are never taught 
that there are important compressibility effects in flows, with very low Mach number, when 
transients occur. All this must be taken somehow into account when investigating analogies in 
Leonardo's documents, because he must have been predisposed to expect important differences in
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the behavior of apparent similar situations involving flow of water on one side and flow of air and 
fire on the other side.
In CAR 276R, Leonardo draws an analogy between an air current impacting in some way 
on itself and a similar situation in a water current. The analogy seems implicitly assumed in CAR 
241R where Leonardo proposes an experiment which should be done first with air and then with 
water (see table of experiments, Entry 34).
In CAR 139V, the analogy involves three of the elements: fire, air and water. The 
comparison is in this case between the flow of a flame in air and that of air in water. Leonardo 
seems to suggest that the analogy should be closer when the flame is large. This is surely a case for 
further study within the context of several similar analogies mentioned by Leonardo in other 
documents, and also in CAR 145R where a more general approach can be found to an analogy 
involving the three fluid elements. In 145R, Leonardo uses the word "conparatione" which is his 
term for what we call analogy:
...e col moto di questo foco fa  conparatione del moto della revertigine dell'aria e
dell'acqua...
What seems to be water flow in a canal is compared with a body, a bird, gliding obliquely 
through the air, in CAR 96R, while in 95R fine silt in suspension in water is compared with mist, 
i.e., a fine suspension of water droplets in air. In CAR 57V, an assumed behavior of a cloud, 
when raising to a cold region in the atmosphere, is believed to be analogical to that of a sponge 
which has already imbibed water (with a dye perhaps) and is squeezed under water (supposedly 
transparent). The analogy should be that of jets coming out of the cloud and also from the sponge, 
through the spaces between fingers What was perhaps a better known phenomena to Leonardo, 
that of the fall of hail, and that of granular material coming out of a container in motion, are 
compared implicitly in CAR 120V and 217R. The comparison is extended to water pouring out of 
a vessel to which a horizontal motion has been impressed.
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An analogy between micro and macro worlds, about which Leonardo wrote many notes, is 
also found in some folios of the Codex Arundel (58V, 59R, 233R to 236V, 276R). It is the 
analogy between blood flow in man and in animals, and flow of water through the veins of the 
Earth. This analogy (also to be found in other codices) seems to have been finally discarded by 
Leonardo, and it has been amply discussed in the literature. I am not sure, however, that all the 
notes Leonardo wrote about this topic have been well understood and carefully analyzed, and 
maybe some further study is needed.
In CAR 81R, the behavior of water as a continuum is compared with that of a cord or a 
cable in an antithesis rather than in an analogy, noting that water can exert pressure while a cord 
can transmit only a pull. This is only a small fraction of what Leonardo wrote about strings, cords 
and cables, but it is very revealing of his understanding of such systems, which are highly 
deformable in one direction (so much that one could say that they flow very vividly in such 
direction) while they yield little in the other direction (so little that one could consider the system 
rigid in that other direction). We should not forget the transverse vibrations of strings which is a 
very special case of flow indeed; it seems however that Leonardo did not pay much attention to this 
phenomenon. An exception is the discussion of the vibration of a string in MsC 15R.
In CAR 57R there is an analogy between optical phenomena, like convergence and 
reflection of light beams and condensation and other changes occurring in water. This analogy may 
appear as far-fetched at the light of modern physics, but possibly in the context of what was 
Leonardo's view of the physical world, optical and fluid mechanical phenomena were quite close 
to each other. It may be interesting for a physicist and a fluid-mechanicist to work together to 
elucidate this point, and also others in which optics and fluids came together in Leonardo's 
notebooks.
Finally, in CAR 242V there is a statement, not about positive analogy, but about negative
analogy:
Dal moto della quantità continua al moto della quantità discontinua e gran diferentia.
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This is in fact a little jewel because usually Leonardo points at things in common between 
continuous and discrete systems or media. This statement shows a mature stage in the use of 
analogical thinking, and is in agreement with recommendations of investigating the differences; 
i.e., what we call negative analogy.
In CAR 276R there is an analogy of difficult interpretation in which Leonardo compares the 
wind in a valley with the flow of water entering a reservoir through a line of conduits, or a series 
of conduits. There is a sketch that has not helped me to understand how these two flows may be 
similar. Perhaps the answer lies in assuming a descending wind due to cold air dropping into the 
valley from the high surroundings. ,
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VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
To avoid any misunderstanding, I must say here (as I have done in other contributions) 
that, in selecting the material for this section from Leonardo's notebooks, I decided to include any 
text or drawing which in my opinion could potentially be of interest in connection with experiments 
or experimental situations. In no way do I even suggest that he performed all the experiments listed 
in tabular form in the Appendix. II In due time, I will express my opinion about those experiments, 
and I can foresee that a part of the entries will be classified as experiments actually performed by 
Leonardo. I have performed enough experiments myself to have an idea of the marks of authentic 
experimentation. I wanted to prepare an all inclusive table, and be sure that nothing of some value 
would be left out; this is the reason for including also experimental situations. Each entry in my 
table has been given a number which will be indicated, in what follows, preceded by the letter E.
A purely kinematical experiment is described in CAR 171V (see E24) where Leonardo 
stated that in a room arranged like a "camera oscura" we see the image of an external body moving 
in opposite direction to the actual motion of the object. He refers to other optical phenomena in 
CAR 25R, 28R, 196R (see E4 and 29). In 196R we can see that he was aware of the reflective 
properties of the lower side of the interface between air and water.
In 2R-V (El) the mechanical oscillations of some simple systems are described; one of 
them undergoes deformation during the motion. Impact of two spheres is the question to be 
investigated, with a device using air pressure to launch the spheres, in CAR 147V (E17). The way 
to catch the spheres after bouncing seems much better than the way to propel them (Fig. 22); I 
doubt that this experiment could be successfully performed were we to try to repeat it.
Some of the experiments listed are obviously "gedanken" experiments like the one in CAR 
39V (E10), in which weights are supposed to be hung from supports at the ends of a planetary 
diameter using strings of different lengths. (For another experiment involving a tunnel through the 
Earth, see CM I 190V). There are a few experiments of statics of fluids in the Codex Arundel: two 
are about communicating vessels (CAR 165V, 264R, E22), and one is about balances which are 
one the mirror image of the other. This idea, involving analogy and symmetry at the same time, is
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found also in other codices . Such an experiment, described in CAR 34V and 181R ( E7 ), would 
be easy to perform, but it is not easy to determine the motivation to carry it out.
Before continuing with comments regarding common flow and transport phenomena which 
are of central interest in this investigation, a few words should be said concerning notes by 
Leonardo on deformation of bodies like those in CAR 141V(E15 ).The basic facts of deformation 
are difficult to observe in the flow of common fluids; if we use a piece of rubber or clay, 
deformations imposed on it are easy to follow, especially if we draw some lines on the body under 
deformation. Leonardo may have not done this precisely, but he must have learned what he knew 
about deformation kinematics from working with clay and similar materials, or with metallic bodies 
(CAR 188R, E27).
As in other codices, we find in the Codex Arundel notes and drawings on flow and 
transport phenomena involving one or more of the four elements to which Leonardo referred so 
often. To him all of them could flow in one way or another, and he saw keenly that there could be 
waves at several interfaces: air-water, air-sand, water-sand, fire-air, etc. Leonardo was attracted by 
the ability of granular material to undergo motions which are very similar to those of liquids. There 
is an experiment (CAR 120V, 217R-V, E l l )  in which we see granular material pouring out of a 
container (in our times it could be a sugar dispenser) while at the same time the container is given a 
horizontal motion. It seems plausible to assume that this flow must have been considered the 
analog of that in which water pours out of a pitcher while the container is moved horizontally 
(CAR 143V, 191V, E l6 ) (Fig. 23). In other contributions, I have discussed the use of analogies 
by Leonardo [Macagno 1986a,b.] including this one between flow of water and flow of granular 
materials, which is illustrated with several other examples in the Codex Atlanticus.
Without excluding further study, I would like to advance here an explanation for the 
superposition of the motions on the sand (CAR 191 R, E l6 ) resulting in a straight line, and not in 
a parabolic line. The curve would be the result, if the container were in uniform motion, but it 
seems more reasonable to assume that the motion of the container would have been started from 
rest, and therefore would have been an accelerated motion. Note that in 191R the container seems
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to be moved by a falling weight. If the two component motions have a constant acceleration they 
can be described by the equations: x = at^ /2  and z = gt^/2. This leads, through elimination of the 
time t, to the linear equation z = (g/a)x,. which tells us that the inclination of the resulting line is 
determined by the ratio of the two accelerations, g and a. The slope shown by Leonardo in his 
drawings (Figs. 1, 23) is not unrealistic; anybody can verify that one can move a hand quicker than 
a body that is starting to fall. To do this, hold a small object in your hand, let it drop and move 
down the hand to catch it; it works rather easily. Hence, the experiment could have been performed 
by moving the container by hand. One question is: did Leonardo construct the device to move it in 
a more refined way?
Concerning the entries on flow of water (25R, 36R, 160V, 162R, 164R, 167V, 175V, 
230V, 255V, 269R, 271R-V, 278V; E3, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 32, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39), I 
have already performed some experiments as part of the laboratory methodology which I have 
developed at the universities of Iowa and Karlsruhe. More experiments and observations in nature 
or in man-made flows in existence will surely be necessary to complete the investigation. I hope 
the study of the Loire River at Amboise becomes a reality.
A number of flow phenomena included in the tabulation include water and earth in the form 
of granular material (see 30V, 126V, 129V; E6 , 12, 13); they should be integrated with those of 
the Codices Hammer and Atlanticus already described in other contributions [Macagno 1986a,b ] 
and for which the laboratory methodology has already been put in use.
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IX CONCLUSION
With this critical synopsis of the science of flow in the Codex Arundel 263, a total of 2200 
folios of Leonardo's manuscripts have been carefully scrutinized to date. I have tried to include in 
my investigation all the material directly or indirectly related to fluids behavior, flow configurations 
and events, and flow-transport phenomena of interest in all fields. I know that I have done much 
more than just surveying, but I want to remain non-committal about many things, even if I risk the 
criticism of not showing yet many results and final conclusions. I am approaching the time of 
offering my synthesis of Leonardian fluid mechanics, but I will not do it before I feel that I have 
really reached it.
I hope that this study of what remains practically unknown of Leonardian fluid mechanics 
in Codex Arundel, of the main problems to be tackled, and of the challenges that lie ahead, does 
not betray a lack of sensitivity for aspects other than those of science and technology. I know very 
well that to understand well any part of the works of Leonardo, he must be considered in his 
totality. Ignoring the artist, and that he was an artist of the Renaissance and not of our times,, will 
surely give a distorted view of the scientist in him. In addition, he was not a scientist like those of 
other times; to expect something like that would only reveal a lack of perspective of history. 
Leonardo belongs to a period of transition but also one of great creativity in the science of flow. I 
would like to add that ignoring the scientist in Leonardo will also ensure a distorted view of him as 
an artist. This is the reason for which it is so difficult to study this man. Only by joining efforts 
will it be possible to arrive at a correct comprehension of Leonardo, his work, and his influence. 
The problem is: where are those who sincerely want to join efforts?
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The investigation of the Codex Arundel 263 leading to this contribution was began more 
than 10 years ago at the University of Karlsruhe while I was a Visiting Professor there under an 
award of the Humboldt Foundation. I always remember my work in the ample office provided by 
Professor Naudascher at the Institut fur Hydromechanik, surrounded by piles of books helpfully 
located in my office by gentle permission of the Universitàt Bibliothek. In more recent times, I 
have enjoyed some support from the National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for 
the Humanities of the USA, under grants which included the study of correlations between the 
Codex Atlanticus and other codices. But it was only this year that I had the opportunity to put 
together all this material in Milano, Italy. I am grateful for the opportunity of working, five 
hundred years later, in the same place where most of the science of flow of Leonardo must have 
been generated. Milano is also the place of my maternal ancestors, which is an important factor in 
my motivation and my enjoyment of this work.
My work in Milano has been made possible by the Commissione per gli Scambi Culturali 
fra l'Italia e gli Stati Uniti, the Istituto di Idraulica del Politecnico di Milano, and the Biblioteca 
d'Arte del Comune di Milano. The persons who have helped me directly in this investigation are 
the very amiable Prof. Augusto Marinoni of the Raccolta Vinciana and the kind Dr. Giuseppe 
Garavaglia of the Biblioteca d'Arte; my gratitude goes also to the cordial personnel of the 
Biblioteca d'Arte. Even the black cat that lives in that library was very friendly, during the long 
hours of work in one comer or another of that magnificent collection.
I am also very grateful to Karen Nall, of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research for her 
excellent technical assistance in the production of this monograph.
Finally, I am proud to acknowledge the unfailing moral and practical support of my loving 
wife who reads carefully all of my manuscripts, contributing her valuable critical comments. 
Biblioteca d'Arte, Castello Sforzesco 
Milano, Summer of 1987
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APPENDIX I
CONSERVATION OF VOLUME AND CONSERVATION OF MASS
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
For a long time there has been confusion concerning flows with conservation of volume 
and flows with conservation of mass. In addition, the first of this two statements has been given a 
misnomer long ago when it was called the equation of continuity. But the serious misconception 
came later with authors who did not distinguish clearly between conservation of volume and 
conservation of mass, and considered the first as a necessary consequence of the second. Leonardo 
left ample evidence of a clear understanding of conservation of volume in both what we now call 
now Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of fluid flow. He also understood quite well 
conservation of mass, although he did not use this term which has been adopted more recently. He 
referred to weight, or to quantity of substance, or to quantity of matter. One of the historical 
problems before us is to determine whether Leonardo considered this two statements of 
conservation as independent one from the other or not.
This appendix is really not about Leonardian fluid mechanics, but about some modern 
concepts which I believe important to understand Leonardo's notes and to interpret them correctly.. 
I will summarize here some of my acquired refined knowledge on this subject to dispel any 
misunderstanding of my analysis of Leonardian fluid mechanics, which may easily occur, if I do 
not clarify this question. This appendix is based on my courses on fluid mechanics published at the 
University of Iowa [Macagno 1973], where after teaching for some time according to the 
traditional way, I came to realize that there was something wrong in the usual way of interpreting, 
if not conceiving, the statements of conservation of volume and mass applied the flow of fluids.
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LIMITING FLUID BEHAVIOR
There are several questions which are rarely discussed and constitute asources of confusion 
in the study of the flow of fluids. If we consider that a fluid is compressible, even if the 
compressibility is assumed to be extremely small, its behavior is fundamentally different from that 
of an absolutely incompressible fluid. Similarly, if we consider that a fluid has a vanishing small 
viscosity, its behavior will always be that of a viscous fluid and will not have as a limit the 
behavior of a fluid of strictly zero viscosity. If we set the viscosity at value zero, the behavior of 
the fluid becomes fundamentally different. This was clearly understood and explained by Ludwig 
Prandtl [1931] and then reported by Schlichting [1979]. That I know, nobody else has dealt on this 
topic. It is however of great importance in discussing basic understanding of fluid behavior, both 
from theoretical and empirical points of view. And, to be sure, also important for any student of 
the history of fluid mechanics.
As I said, the behavior of a fluid of vanishing small compressibility is different from that of 
a fluid which is incompressible. It is true that the condition of zero compressibility is an 
idealization, but we use it all the time, and many results under this assumption are very useful in 
engineering and scientific applications. Hence, this is not a purely academic question. It is 
important even in the study of the history of fluid mechanics, because we must investigate also 
subtle points in its development. The history of science cannot be pursued on purely vague notions 
and concepts, it has to be as precise and rigorous as science is.
The thermodynamic equations of an incompressible fluid are not a limiting form of the 
thermodynamic equations of a compressible fluid [Gersten 1979]. An analogous situation would 
result if we assume that we are in an imaginary world, in which there is no attractive force between 
two masses. I feel that it is warranted to briefly paraphrase Prandtl's discussion of the fundamental 
difference between very small viscosity and no viscosity at all. He illustrated the idea in simple 
terms requiring only a minimum knowledge of mathematical physics,and I will simplify things 
still further. I will basically follow his model and present the reader with the simplest equation for 
flow of a liquid with viscous resistance in a circular horizontal conduit, and the equation simplified
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by making zero the viscous term. In this way, we can examine the solution for the case of very 
small, but not zero viscosity, and the solution in the case of zero viscosity. We will see that the 
limit of the solution for the first case is not equivalent to the solution for the second case.
The equation for the unsteady uniform flow of a liquid, of density A and viscosity p., in a 
long circular conduit is
A(3u/3t) = -dp/dz + (|i/r)( r^u/B t^ + du/dr )
where u = f( r,t ) is the velocity ,at the radial distance r at the time t, in the direction z of the axis of 
the conduit [Parker 1974] The above equation is one of the Navier-Stokes equations which were 
established in the past century. The problem can be solved for different initial and boundary 
conditions; I will choose the case in which the liquid is initially at rest; at time t = 0, a rate of flow 
which goes in a simple manner from zero to a certain value Q is imposed in a finite interval of time; 
afterward the flow is maintained constant. There is no point in showing how the solution can be 
obtained by either analytical or by computational fluid mechanics; it is enough to say that after a 
long time the flow will be steady with a parabolic velocity distribution with its maximum at r = 0 , 
and u = 0 at r = R , the inner radius of the conduit. This result is the same, regardless of how small 
the viscosity may be, provided that we do not produce flows over the critical value of the Reynolds 
number. (We really do not need to complicate the discussion by assuming turbulent instead of 
laminar flow).
If we make the viscosity \i = 0 ( and not simply ) the above equation becomes one of
the Euler equations for fluid flow:
A0u/3t) = -dp/dz
The solution of this equation is of an entirely different form than the limiting solution we found for 
viscous flow. In this case we obtain a rectangular velocity distribution profile with a different
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variation in time, until the final velocity is attained. The final velocity u does not vary with r as it 
does in the viscous fluid.
Granted that the above discussion is about conservation of momentum and not about 
conservation of volume or mass, I must say that I have included it here because it is simpler than 
an equivalent discussion about what happens with the limit of the solution for compressible flow 
and the solution for incompressible flow, which requires entering in the realm of thermodynamics. 
In the above mentioned book by Schlichting, the interested reader can find contributions by Kestin 
and Gersten which should clarify this case.
CONSERVATION OF VOLUME
Strictly speaking, conservation of volume belongs to the realm of geometry, but it is also 
important in kinematics, mechanics and thermodynamics. From the point of view of geometry it 
can be illustrated by very simple examples. If we construct, for instance,a series of tetrahedra 
defined by three variable vectors with the condition that the modulus of their triple scalar product 
be a constant, we define a family of bodies with the same volume. If they were used as containers 
for a given (incompressible) liquid, the same volume of liquid would exactly fill to capacity any of 
those containers. Leonardo dealt in several places with the problem of transforming one body into 
another while conserving the volume. He did this both empirically and theoretically. He also made 
notes about two-dimensional figures of different shape but all of the same area. He studied this 
problem following first the Euclidean model, but later on he took an approach which can be called 
geometry in motion. We can speak then of geometric transformations with either conservation of 
area or conservation of volume, both in purely geometric terms and also as problems of kinematics 
If an artist works on a material which can be shaped into different forms without expansion 
or contraction .of its volume, he is doing transformations with conservation of volume. One must 
be careful because many materials can be compressed or expanded as they are processed. In the 
study of the flow of fluids, we may find conditions such that the volume does not change. 
Usually, liquids behave very nearly as if they were incompressible, and consequently we
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ordinarily assume that the flow of water and other liquids occurs with conservation of volume. But 
this assumption is also adopted in aerodynamics when low velocities (low Mach numbers) prevail 
in the flow, or when relatively small differences in altitude occur. Compressibility may be 
important even when there is no flow (Mach = 0), i.e. in aerostatics and in hydrostatics. Hence, 
the need to take into account compressibility is not exclusively a question of high Mach numbers.
Conservation of volume can be expressed in different ways. In kinematics of fluids, we 
may consider (as Leonardo did) a portion of fluid and follow its motion through space, or we may 
watch the fluid as it enters and leaves a certain arbitrary but convenient closed control surface. One 
method is called Lagrangian, and the other Eulerian. I will give preference to the Eulerian point of 
view, because it is much more used than the Lagrangian one.
Suppose we have a flow of water through a conduit of changing diameter. (Fig. 24). We 
take two cross-sections, one where the diameter is D j, and another where it is D2 . Conservation of 
volume requires that the volume flow rate Q at the two cross-sections be the same , i.e., Q l = Q2 - 
We can now introduce the average flow velocity V = Q/A , where A is the corresponding cross- 
section. Then, our equation can also be expressed as A 1V 1 = A2 V2  = const. This formula applies 
to both steady and unsteady full-conduit flows.I will not consider open-channel flow here. In this 
form, the equation has been used by hydraulic engineers for a long time, but we would look in 
vane for such an equation in Leonardo's notebooks. However, equivalent forms of expressing it 
were known to Leonardo. Equality of two quantities does not necessarily have to be expressed as 
we do it nowadays. Leonardo was also familiar with what we call now Lagrangian forms of 
expressing the conservation of volume; of course not with the formulas we use.
CONSERVATION OF MASS
For some time, it was believed that conservation of mass was a more absolute statement 
than conservation of volume, but since the discovery of the transformation of mass into energy and 
vice-versa, we must enounce conservation of mass as a statement which is valid with excellent 
approximation under current flow conditions, like those one finds usually in hydraulics and
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aerodynamics. It is not a statement without any reservation anymore. We can express the 
conservation of mass as we observe a given portion of fluid (Lagrangian point of view) or as we 
watch fluid passing through a control surface (Eulerian point of view). Historically, it appears that 
both points of view were first adopted by Euler, but as in many other cases, names have been 
attributed without much regard for historical accuracy. In many cases, nationalism has played a 
role in making these "mistakes". In fact, Leonardo was well aware of these two possibilities much 
before Lagrange and Euler.
With reference to Fig. 24, in which I have also shown the variation in density with altitude, 
if we have a flow with conservation of mass, and the conditions are simple enough to have a 
uniform density Ai across section 1, and a density A2  across section 2 , we have the equation
A 1V 1A1 = A2 V2 A2  = const for steady flow conditions. If the conditions are those of unsteady 
flow, we must include a term that takes into account the time rate of change of mass inside the 
control surface.
EXAMPLES
The following examples were included in my lectures of fluid mechanics at the College of 
Engineering of the University of Iowa (Macagno 1973). In Fig. 25, we show a vertical conduit in 
which two liquids of different densities (supposed to be incompressible) have been placed. The 
fluids are assumed to be moved upward by means of a piston which is displaced at constant 
velocity.
To describe the fluid flow situation ( which is not a steady one because at a given altitude 
the density will eventually change abruptly with time) we need two independent relations ( an 
equation and an inequality) which are written relative to the control volume between the fixed 
cross-sections 1 and 2 :
A1Vi = A 2V2
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AiViAi * A2V2A2
The inequality is caused by more mass entering the control volume than that which leaves it. For a 
more precise description of situations like this, one should resort to differential equations, but for 
the purpose of this appendix, we do not need more mathematical expressions. What is important is 
to demonstrate irrefutably that conservation of volume is not necessarily a consequence of 
conservation of mass.
The second example is illustrated in Fig. 26. Sand-laden water enters a large tank in which 
the velocity becomes small and the sand settles on the bottom. The mix of sand and water enters 
with a volume flux Qi and a mass flux Mi; clear water comes out with volume flux Q2  and mass 
flux M2 . If we consider both water and sand as incompressible, we must have Q l = Q2 - 
However, in this case, we have M i > M2 .
My third example is about miscible liquids which come together and mix thoroughly in a 
chamber. The mixture comes out through a single pipe and is collected in a tank (Fig. 27). We will 
assume that the mixture does not result in a change in volume (most miscible liquids experience a 
change in volume as they become mixed; this happens for instance if one mixes water and alcohol). 
Average velocities, cross-sectional areas, and densities are known at the inlets; the cross-sectional 
area of the outlet pipe is also known; can we determine the average velocity V3 and the density A3 
? We surely can, because we have two independent conservation equations which are shown in 
Fig. 27., and therefore two equations with two unknowns. If it were true that always the 
conservation of volume equation follows from conservation of mass, we would have only one 
equation to determine two unknowns for a problem that we know to have a solution!
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APPENDIX II
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
1
2R-V A  >
V
L_:.j
Oscillatory motions of 
systems with several de­
grees of freedom.
DEVICE
MECH
2
24V (t _____
Experimentation for the 
construction of tubes to 
be used in a device for 
a man to perform respir­
ation under water.
ARIA 
ACQUA 
CONDUIT 
BO SUBM 
DEVICE
3
25R
©
Forced vortex motion in­
duced by a jet entering 
a reservoir tangentially.
ACQUA
FLOW
CIRCUL
PELAGO
KINEM
VORT
4
25R
28R
3 6 a
Reflections of light from 
the wavy surface of the 
sea or a lake.
ACQUA 
FL PR 
WAVE 
PELAGO 
OPTIC
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IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
5
29R
Fall of a wall due to the 
erosion of the river bed 
in which the wall was im­
planted .
ACQUA
TERRA
FLOW
GRAN
EROS
FLUV
6
29V
X *
Vortex system generated 
by the encounter of wa­
ter currents and erosion 
holes due to such vor­
tices. (This seems to be 
an observation in nature 
rather than an experiment)
(See Fig.16)
ACQUA
EARTH
VORT
FLOW
EROS
FLUV
7
34V
181R
T
A A 
?  ,
Analogy between a balance 
in air and a mirror image 
of the balance in water.
STAT
HYDROS
ARIA
ACQUA
DEVICE
BO SUB
/ / ? /
8
34V
W A T £JL
^e?
7 7 7 / / / / / / / / /
Body (of air) rising ob­
liquely through a water 
layer.
ACQUA
AIR
BO SUB 
BO MO
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
9
36R
Waves at the air-water 
and at the water - earth 
interfaces.
ACQUA
ARIA
TERRA
GRAN
WAVE
STRAT
ANAL
10
39V
Ò
O
Equilibrium of suspended 
bodies hanging in a tun­
nel along a diameter of 
the Earth.
STAT
TERRA
PLANET
MECH
11
120V
217R-V
, V Superposition of vertical 
and horizontal motions of 
granular material.
(See Fig. 23)
GRAN 
BO MO 
KINEM 
MECH 
ANAL
i b
o
»
»
•0
12
126V
278R
Erosion patterns around 
a stone placed on a river 
bed.Valid for other ob­
stacles also.
(See Fig. 28)
ACQUA
TERRA
GRAN
EROS
DEPOS
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
13
129V Study of wave patterns in­duced over a layer of sand 
by winds blowing in differ­
ent directions.
ARIA
GRAN
WAVE
WIND
14
132V
Experiment involving prob­
ably, a dyed drop of water 
falling through clear wa­
ter .
ACQUA 
BO MO 
BO FA 
FLOW 
VISUAL
15
141V
/ / / / S S /  S ' S S ?  
/ \
Deformation of bodies of 
wet earth under their own 
weight.
ACQUA
TERRA
MIX
DEFOR
1 6
143V
191V
/ '
/  I 
1
Water pouring from a ves­
sel at the same time that 
the vessel is moved ( with 
constant acceleration ? ) 
along a horizontal path.
ACQUA 
FLOW 
BO MO 
JET
REL MO
anal
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
17
147V
A
i L _
A '
/1
Air-propelled spheres are 
shot to impact and, after 
bouncing, they are caught 
in a mud layer covering 
a wall.
(See Fig. 22)
ARIA
TERRA
BO MO
INSTR
FLOW
IMPACT
MECH
18
160R ■ ^ r r n " “
I1 ! ! 
___ y  u
Force exerted by water on 
air pockets, or bags, on 
the bottom of a reservoir.
(See Fig. 6 )
HYDROS
ARIA
ACQUA
FORCE
PRESS
BO SUB
19
162R
Impingement of water cur­
rents. Bouncing and vortex 
phenomena after encounter.
ACQUA
FLOW
CURRENT
VORT
IMPACT
20
162R
«  '/ '
Visualization of a free- 
surface flow passing over 
a cavity in which a cap­
tive eddy is induced with 
subsidiary vortices.
(See Fig. 17)
ACQUA
FLOW
WEIR
CANAL
VISUAL
VORT
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IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
21
164R
Surface profiles in open- 
channel flow.
ACQUA
FLOW
CANAL
22
165V
264R V 1 Levels of equilibrium in U-tubes with legs of dif­ferent cross-sectional a- reas.
HYDROS
CONDUIT
ACQUA
23
167V 1
'7 T 7 7 '7 7 7 '/7 'y /7 7
Circular hydraulic jumps 
produced by water jets 
falling upon a horizontal 
floor.
ACQUA
FLOW
WAVE
JET
IMPACT
24
171V
Image of an object moving 
outside camera oscura is 
seen moving in opposite 
direction inside the ca­
mera .
LIGHT 
OPTIC 
BO MO 
DEVICE 
KINEM
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
25
175V
---►
- <  >
--
Free-surface flow around 
bodies of pier-1 ike shape. 
Waves and vortices depic­
ted.
(See Fig.15)
ACQUA
FLOW
CANAL
VORT
WAVE
BO P SU
26
181R T  WAT£ 2
1  _ AIJZ ^
i »
*
Two compartment-box, one 
full of air and the other 
full of water. If H/D is 
small enough, water can 
float atop. Then, why the 
elements trapped in the 
box would not return to 
their spheres?
HYDROS
ARIA
ACQUA
CONCEP
27
188R
Empirical deformation of 
a cube into a cylinder or 
a sphere.
TERRA
DEFOR
MECH
28
191R
Use of acquired exper­
ience to make and operate 
an instrument.
INSTR
DEVICE
CONCEP
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IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
29
196R
Reflective properties of 
the lower side of the 
air-water interface.
LIGHT 
ARIA 
ACQUA 
OPTIC 
FL PR
30
211R
n
t
0
w
Air bubble moving upward 
in a tube full of water.
ARIA 
ACQUA 
CONDUIT 
BO SUB 
BO MO
31
221V
,____ K
A
Refraction of a beam of 
light as it enters a lar- 
yer of water.
LIGHT 
ARIA 
ACQUA 
OPTIC 
FL P
32
230V
278R
-  < s >
Flow against and around 
an array of obstacles in 
a water stream.
(See Fig. 28)
ACQUA 
FLOW 
BO P SU 
FLUV
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
33
241R
242R
Apparatus to measure the 
force of an air stream.
ARIA 
FLOW 
FL PE
34
241R
Devices to measure the 
power of air acting 
on a wheel. To be oner­
ated with water also.
ARIA
FLOW
JET
DEVICE 
ACQUA 
W WHEEL 
ANALOGY
35
255V
— Y Vortex in water that is flowing toward a dischar­ging orifice in a reservoir.
ACQUA
FLOW
VORT
ORIFICE
RESER
36
269R
Complex flow patterns in 
a river (the Loire) with 
islands and uneven bottom. 
(See Fig. 19.)
(See Fig. 19)
ACQUA 
FLOW 
CURRENT 
FLUV 
BO P SU
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IN THE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
37
271R
Impingement of two water 
streams.
ACQUA
FLOW
FLUV
CURRENT
IMPACT
38
271V
Flow patterns around a 
stone in a river.
ACQUA 
FLOW 
VORT 
BO SU 
FLUV
39
276V X Encounter of currents in air flow. Analogy with water flow phenomena.
(See Fig. 29)
ARIA
ACQUA
FLOW
WIND
WAVES
IMPACT
40
278V
7 7 7 7 /  / V / / /
Train of two-dimensional 
waves, some of which at 
the point of breaking.
ACQUA
FLOW
WAVES
IMPACT
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IN TIIE CODEX ARUNDEL 263
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION FOLIO
41
30R
168V /a x :Meanders as a wave propa­gating across and along the river valley.
(See Fig. 20)
ACQUA
GRAN
TERRA
FLOW
WAVE
FLUV
EROS
DEPOS
42
216V Study of the generation 
of meanders in a river
(See Fig. 21)
ACQUA
GRAN
TERRA
FLOW
FLUV
EROS
DEPOS
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FIGURES
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FIG. 1. Flow of granular material coming out 
from a hopper or funnel box. In one case, the 
hopper is at rest; in the other case the hop­
per is moved horizontally. Note that Leonar­
do drew a straight jet in both cases. ( From 
CAR 120V; see also 113V.)
FIG. 2. A given triangle is transformed in­
to another triangle and also into a spiral 
strip. These two effects can be achieved 
by rectilinear and curvilinear shear flows. 
(From CAR 239R.)
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FIG. 3. The process of transforming a square 
or a cube into a circle or a sphere. Actions 
like this, of physically transforming a shape 
into another, may have played an important 
role in the development of the science of flow. 
(From CAR 188R).
FIG. 4. One of the variants of the experiment 
with a balance in one fluid and its mirror 
image in another fluid. The above arrangement 
constitutes a clever demonstration of the Ar­
chimedes principle of hydrostatics. ( Sketch 
based on CAR 37R).
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FIG. 5. The two sides of an air-water inter­
face reflect light and can behave like mirrors. 
This optical property, known to Leonardo, is 
still in use in our hydraulic laboratories. 
(Based on sketches from CAR 196R).
FIG. 6. One of the many instances in which 
Leonardo considered the problem of the hy­
drostatic force and pressure on the bottom 
of a water reservoir, or on a body lying on 
that bottom. (From CAR 160V).
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FIG. 7. The question of communicating vessels 
is discussed in several of Leonardo’s notebooks. 
In this case, he pondered on the effect of the 
difference in cross-sectional areas of the two 
vessels on this phenomenon. ( Based on sketches 
in CAR 165V).
FIG. 8. The stably-floating, two-compartment 
box, shown in several codices of Leonardo, ap­
pears more and more as a challenge to Aristo­
telian physics than a research on the stabil­
ity of floating bodies. (Based on CAR 118R; 
see also 145V).
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FIG. 9. In many cases, Leonardo considered 
questions of hydrostatics within the frame­
work of fluid dynamics, thus departing in a 
fundamental way from the Archimedean hydro­
statics. In his discussion in CAR 264, flow 
is examined as it approaches the state of 
rest while taking into account conservation 
of volume. (See also 150R).
FIG. 10. A question of interest in painting: 
an eye which is above the air-water interface 
sees an object's image in water differently 
than the eye at the interface level .(CAR 93V).
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FIG. 11. This sketch from CAR 54R shows a de­
vice judged by Leonardo as very efficient in 
heating water. See Fig. 12 for interpretation 
of detail showing flow pattern.
FIG. 12. Flow pattern around a stagnation 
point roughly sketched by Leonardo. (See CAR 
54R ).
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FIG. 13. These drawings are highly suggestive 
of an understanding of streamlining on the part 
of Leonardo. (See CAR 54R).
FIG. 14. The text near this drawing describes 
a flow like that of a breaking wave. (CAR 278V).
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FIG. 15. Several features of the flow around 
and between piers in a canal are shown in the 
above drawing from CAR 175V. A necklace vortex 
can be seen on the right-hand-side pier.
FIG. 16. Near the above drawing from CAR 19V, 
there is a comment on how strong water vor­
tices can carve cavities in the rock.
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FIG. 17. Water flows over a cavity formed by 
a step in the bottom of a canal. A system of 
captives eddies is generated in the cavity. 
(From CAR 162R.)
FIG. 18. Depiction of vortices in the wind 
that flows against and along the side of a 
mountain. (From CAR 192V.)
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FIG. 19. Leonardo's depiction of complex flow 
pattern in the Loire River at Amboise, France. 
(From CAR 269R).
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FIG. 20. Leonardo considered meandering rivers 
as waves moving slowly along their valleys. 
(Based on drawing in CAR 168V)
FIG. 21. This drawing may be a sketch for an 
experiment concerning formation of river mean­
ders. (CAR 216V).
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FIG. 22. Device to produce the impact of two 
balls and to catch them at a certain distance 
from the point of impact. (From CAR 147V).
FIG. 23. Analogy between the flow of granular 
material and the flow of liquids. (CAR 143R).
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FIG. 24. Flow of a fluid of variable density.
FIG. 25. Flow of a fluid system consisting of 
two stratified liquids of densities and .
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FIG. 26. A mixture of water and sand flows into a 
settling tank; clear water flows out.Q1 = Q^, but
M1 t  « 2 -
FIG. 27. Mixing of two incompressible liquids. 
Conservation of volume: + ^ 2^ 2 = ^3^3
Conservation of mass: + ^2^ 2^2  = ^ 3 ^3^3
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FIG. 28. Complex fluvial-hydraulics patterns, some 
around a variety of obstacles. (From CAR 278R).
FIG. 29. These sketches look more like wave 
patterns than encounters or impacts of currents 
of air or water described by the text. (CAR 276V).
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